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A year ago in the pages of this reporter, Professor Arthur Miller urged that Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 11 not be prematurely revised.\(^1\) His article contributes significantly to understanding of Rule 11’s implementation. Professor Miller comprehensively analyzed questions that relate to the Rule’s certification requirement. He also clarified numerous issues which have been unclear since the time that Rule 11 was fundamentally revised in 1983. Professor Miller specifically treated the Rule’s application in civil rights cases, which has been one of the most problematic areas of its enforcement. Certain of the article’s conclusions, however, were not supported by material included in the remainder of the piece or by available evidence. Moreover, the tone in which those conclusions and some portions of the article were cast could leave readers with the impressions that Rule 11 has been operating smoothly and poses little difficulty for federal court litigants, even civil rights plaintiffs.\(^2\) These factors assumed special significance with the August 1990 announcement of the Advisory Committee on the Civil Rules soliciting written public comments on the Rule’s application that were due on November 1, 1990, observing that the Committee would hold a hearing in February, 1991, to receive oral testimony, and stating that the Committee would consider possible amendment at its regularly scheduled meeting in April, 1991.\(^3\)

\(^{*224}\) Professor Miller included many observations in the body of his article that enhance appreciation of Rule 11’s enforcement. Most pertinently, he stated that critics have attacked the Rule for chilling zealous advocacy on behalf of plaintiffs in civil rights cases but remarked that “courts have shown a desirable sensitivity to this concern in a number of recent decisions.”\(^4\)

Formal judicial application of Rule 11 in civil rights cases has improved considerably over the last two years.\(^5\) All of the circuit courts have now issued opinions that are solicitous of the needs of civil rights plaintiffs and practitioners, many of whom have relatively few resources for litigating, which can make them risk averse.\(^6\) Most of the appellate courts have recognized that overly vigorous enforcement of Rule 11 can dampen the enthusiasm of these plaintiffs and lawyers. For example, the Seventh Circuit recently observed that Rule 11 cannot be permitted “to thoroughly undermine zealous advocacy ... especially in civil rights cases involving unpopular clients.”\(^7\) The appellate court relied upon the warning in the Advisory Committee Note which accompanied Rule 11 that the Rule was “not intended to chill an attorney’s enthusiasm or creativity in pursuing factual or legal theories.”\(^8\) Some appellate courts have made central to deciding whether civil rights lawyers had violated Rule 11’s reasonable prefiling inquiry requirements the limited time that the attorneys often have for completing the inquiries.\(^9\)

The circuit courts also have evinced solicitude for civil rights plaintiffs when reviewing the mandatory sanctions that trial judges have levied.\(^*225\) A number of appellate courts have recommended that judges seriously consider non-monetary awards or make the ability of violators to pay relevant to any financial assessment.\(^10\) The Sixth Circuit even described the imposition of attorneys’ fees on civil rights plaintiffs as an “extreme sanction” which should be limited to instances of severe misbehavior.\(^11\)
There have been similar improvements in trial court enforcement of Rule 11. One district judge refused to find that a civil rights lawyer had contravened the Rule “absent egregious conduct,” lest the court repress attempts to vindicate civil rights by injudiciously employing sanctions. A few judges have been reluctant to conclude that civil rights plaintiffs who were proceeding pro se or who were pursuing cases which apparently were rather weak had violated Rule 11. Additional courts have evinced appreciation of the time pressures that confront some civil rights attorneys or of the problems of pleading and proving discrimination claims. Numerous district judges have refused to impose substantial sanctions on civil rights plaintiffs who they determined had contravened Rule 11.

Professor Miller’s conclusions are informative in a number of respects. For example, Professor Miller candidly acknowledged that “many areas of the law surrounding the revised rule remain less certain” than much practice pertaining to the new certification requirement which had “solidified into a reasonably harmonious and workable standard.” Nevertheless, considerable practice relating to certification remains unclear, while several aspects of the conclusions are problematic.

Professor Miller may have overstated the extent to which practice under Rule 11 has stabilized and the degree to which the “overly enthusiastic hyperactivity of the first few years following its promulgation has begun to subside.” He thought that these trends were likely to continue, because the Supreme Court and the circuit courts are resolving numerous ambiguities in the Rule's enforcement. Two years ago, however, Professor Stephen Burbank found a “conflict between or among circuits on practically every important question of interpretation and policy under the Rule.” Much inconsistency remained at the time that Professor Miller published his recent article, and some of it had even worsened.

Persistent problems inhere in the “product” and “conduct” approaches to Rule 11. Numerous courts continue to overemphasize the merits of the litigation or the quality of the submitted papers (product), rather than the reasonableness of the inquiries that preceded the filing of the papers (conduct). Courts which stress product have experienced considerable difficulty enunciating consistent standards for ascertaining the frivolousness of papers—a concept intrinsically resistant to uniform definition and affording sufficient guidance to lawyers and litigants and adequate deterrence. Courts should consider initially the behavior of attorneys and parties in conducting prefiling inquiries to determine whether they were reasonable. Only when courts cannot ascertain reasonableness from available evidence as to how lawyers and litigants performed the prefiling inquiries should courts consider products and draw inferences from them. When judges have consulted product, they have disagreed over precisely how much of the paper must be frivolous. In addition to these complications involving the product and conduct approaches, courts have differed as to whether Rule 11 imposes a continuing duty, confusion which recent First, Fourth and Sixth Circuit opinions do not clarify, and have disagreed about numerous other issues.

There is little evidence that the “overly enthusiastic hyperactivity” of the early years of Rule 11’s application that Professor Miller identified has decreased for civil rights plaintiffs. The number of cases in which civil rights defendants have sought Rule 11 sanctions from the plaintiffs has declined only minimally over the last several years, although the percentage of Rule 11 motions granted against them apparently has dropped. Inconsistent judicial application and unnecessary, expensive satellite litigation continue to disadvantage these plaintiffs and their counsel. Moreover, numerous district judges still find that the plaintiffs have contravened Rule 11, determinations that often are affirmed on appeal. Most of these phenomena are not likely to change, as circuit courts apply the extremely deferential abuse of discretion standard of appellate review that the Supreme Court articulated last Term. Illustrative are two recent Fourth Circuit cases in which panels deferentially reviewed, and refused to overturn, findings of district judges that plaintiffs’ lawyers had violated Rule 11 in controversial civil rights cases. Although these panels and others have scrutinized and vacated or reversed trial court determinations imposing
large sanctions, some appellate courts have not, and one case in which a $1,000,000 sanction was levied on a public interest organization is on appeal. 30

It also is important to realize that I have been speaking primarily of formal Rule 11 activity, and I assume that Professor Miller was doing so. It now appears that considerable Rule 11 activity which disadvantages civil rights plaintiffs the most is informal. 31 This informal activity includes occasional judicial threats to sanction plaintiffs in chambers, if they refuse to withdraw counts that judges believe lack merit. 32 It is impossible to ascertain precisely how widespread the detrimental informal activity is. Accumulating anecdotal evidence indicates that it is significant and warrants concern. While important Rule 11 studies currently being conducted by the Federal Judicial Center and the American Judicature Society do address this informal Rule 11 activity, they are not likely to enhance significantly present understanding of the activity. 33

Professor Miller, although admitting that the process of refining the application of Rule 11 “will take many more years,” observed that there has been “considerable progress” and that it would be unfortunate were the “decibel level of debate over the Rule to foster precipitous revision before sufficient experience accumulated.” 34 Professor Miller's plea for patience is problematic for civil rights plaintiffs, whose enthusiasm has been dampened and many of whom cannot afford the unnecessary expense that Rule 11 litigation entails. 35

Professor Miller also asserted that the current debate over Rule 11 is redolent of the controversy over class actions which ensued during the 1970s following the 1966 amendment of Rule 23, controversy which subsided once class action practice stabilized. 36 One difficulty with this analogy is that some of the quieting may have been at the expense of those who seek to vindicate fundamental civil rights through class action litigation: the number of civil rights class actions which were filed plummeted from 1586 in 1975, to 798 in 1980, to 185 in 1986. 37 Moreover, much of the present popularity of class actions derives less from their efficacy as a technique for facilitating the vindication of fundamental civil rights than their effectiveness as a case management mechanism for expediting the resolution of mass tort cases. 38

It is important as well to understand that Rule 11’s application is a small, but significant, part of a considerably broader problem. The federal judiciary has enforced other Rules in ways that disadvantage civil rights plaintiffs. For example, all of the circuits now require that plaintiffs plead with particularity in civil rights cases under Rule 8. 39 The courts have done so, although only Rule 9 specifically demands such pleading and little judicial authority or empirical data support the application of stricter pleading requirements in civil rights cases. 40 The Supreme Court's interpretation of Rules 23(e) and 68 in conjunction with the Civil Rights Attorneys' Fees Awards Act of 1976 and lower court application and extension of that precedent also may be reducing the pool of lawyers who are willing to take civil rights cases by limiting their prospects for recovering attorneys' fees. 41 These developments were exacerbated by numerous Supreme Court rulings, particularly involving procedural provisions, during the 1988 Term which were adverse to civil rights plaintiffs. 42 Although many members of Congress believed that those interpretations eroded Congressional intent and proposed corrective legislation, Congress failed last year to override President Bush's veto of a tepid version of the bill which was originally introduced. 43

Professor Miller's admonitions may convince some observers, especially those authorized to propose revisions in, or to amend, the Rule that there is little wrong with Rule 11’s application and that the federal judiciary simply needs a few more years to refine the implementation of this new concept. Numerous problems, however, remain substantial and some may be intrinsic or even irremediable, while certain litigants, especially civil rights plaintiffs, cannot afford to wait.
I trust that Professor Miller's suggestions will not limit debate on Rule 11, which thus far has been robust and productive, thoroughly ventilating most of the relevant issues. Lively, comprehensive discussion should continue, as the Advisory Committee and participants in the debate analyze the new Rule 11 studies, the written public comments submitted last November, and the oral testimony presented at the February hearing, and as the Advisory Committee considers revision of Rule 11.

Concerted effort must be devoted today and in the coming months to exploring and devising workable solutions to the problems that Rule 11 now poses. Numerous observers are concerned about the substantial disagreement and lack of common ground that currently appear to exist. With certain exceptions, it seems that many in the civil rights and public interest law communities and numerous law professors support repeal or significant amendment of Rule 11. With some exceptions, the federal judiciary apparently wishes to retain Rule 11 essentially intact principally because judges believe that the Rule is a valuable mechanism for combating the litigation explosion and litigation abuse. Indeed, Professor Paul Carrington, who is the Advisory Committee Reporter, recently expressed his belief that the Committee would recommend only minor modification: "I'd be surprised if the judicial branch were to savage the Rule." Few viable compromises have been developed to date. Work should proceed apace on finding such middle ground. A valuable starting point for reform would be one idea on which there apparently is a modicum of consensus: narrowly limiting the availability of attorneys' fees as an appropriate sanction. There also may be equally effective alternatives to Rule 11 as it is now written and applied. Options include civil contempt, vigorous case management, invocation of sanctioning power under 28 U.S.C. § 1927 or courts' inherent authority, or reliance on state bar ethics requirements.

These and other possibilities should be rigorously explored as the Advisory Committee considers amendment of Rule 11, a provision which has proved to be the most controversial revision in the Federal Rules' half-century history. Professor Miller has analyzed judicial application of the certification requirement and aired numerous disputed issues that have arisen over certification since the Rule's 1983 amendment. All who are concerned about the fair, effective operation of the federal courts must now participate actively in determining whether additional revision of Rule 11 is warranted and, if so, how it can be achieved most efficaciously.

The views expressed are those of the author and do not necessarily reflect the views of the publisher.
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